
 

  
ASUS Announces Innovative Audio Cover with ZenPad 8  

  

KEY POINTS   

• Innovative and unique ZenPad 8 Audio Cover that attaches easily to the back of the tablet  

• World’s first first attached 5.1-channel surround sound system  

• In-built with 6 DTS 5.1 speakers into a leather-embossed casing  

• Highly mobile and will last up to 6 hours   

• The accessory to provide the ultimate mobile entertainment hub  

  

Singapore (29th October, 2015) — ASUS today announced the sleek and astounding, ZenPad 8 

Audio Cover is the world’s first attached 5.1-channel surround sound system. Its seamless design 

means that one would suspect it to be nothing more than a protective case for the equally stunning 

ZenPad 8. Hidden beneath its exterior however, are six speakers, inclusive of a subwoofer and its 

own battery to ensure that it does not leech on the tablet’s own battery. All six speakers when 

played together create an all-surround sound to provide a high quality entertainment experience. 

The Audio Cover is easily attached to the back of the tablet and it connects instantly to the tablet 

without nay syncing needed. Once attached the Audio Cover can even be used when it is closed 

if needed. The ZenPad 8 Audio Cover provides users with the ability to transform their tablet into 

a mobile entertainment hub anytime anywhere for movies or playing games. the battery life can last 

up to 6 hours, making it a great mobile gadget for people always on-the-go.  

  

ZenPad 8  

The ZenPad 8.0 is the latest premium 8-inch Android™ tablet that combines refined styling and 

incredible entertainment capabilities that bring true luxury to consumers. With its embossedleather 

patterning and premium styles which were influenced by fashion accessories such as clutch bags 

and wallets, the ZenPad 8.0 has a luxurious appearance unique among mobile devices with similar 

sizes. Ergonomic rounded edges also make the ZenPad 8.0 comfortable to hold and carry, and its 

polished metallic frame adds a bold visual accent.   

Powered by Qualcomm® quad-core processor as well as LTE data and voice call functions, the 

ZenPad 8.0 is capable of delivering smooth multi-tasking performance, be it watching videos or 

intensive gaming on-the-go. Its 8MP rear-facing and 2MP front-facing camera allow users to 



 

capture great-looking photos, videos and selfies in any situation, including under low-light 

conditions.   

The ZenPad 8.0 is crafted to provide exceptional entertainment experiences. It is built around an 

expansive HD IPS display that provides up to a 76.5% screen-to-body ratio and exclusive ASUS 

VisualMaster suite of visual enhancement technologies, including ASUS Tru2Life and ASUS 

TruVivid technologies that bring advanced image-processing found on high-end TVs to a tablet for 

the first time and provides comprehensive visual optimisation.  

  

PRICING AND AVAILABILITY  

The ZenPad 8 Audio Cover will be available from the ASUS Online Store at $129 from 14th 

November 2015 onwards.  

  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

     

    
Specifications  



 

Dimension  

Unfolding:    6.9~7.47    x    212.56

    x    130.50    mm 

Folding    (w/o    tablet):    14.80    x    

212.56    x    135.00    mm Folding    

(with    tablet):    19.00    x    212.56

    x    130.5    mm  

Weight  255g  

Audio    Main    Chip  CM6206  

OP    Chip  ALC105    (Class‐‐‐D    AMP)  

5.1CH    Speakers  
Main    x    4(1609),    Center    x    

1(3411),    Subwoofer    x    1(3411)  

Sound    Output    

Direction  
Upward  

SNR  >    80    dB  

Frequency    Response  

(‐‐‐3dB,    16bit/48K    Hz    

format)  

500~20KHz:    +/‐‐‐3dB  

Sample    Rate    /    

Resolution    (OUT)  
16bits,    48KHz,    6CH  

Battery  
8.7Wh,    2500mAh  

(non‐‐‐removable    polymer    battery)  

Color  Black  

  

    

    

    

    

    

     



 

Specifications, content and product availability are all subject to change without notice and may differ from 
country to country. Actual performance may vary depending on applications, usage, environment and other 
factors.  
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